Analysis of publicly available LDLR, APOB, and PCSK9 variants associated with familial hypercholesterolemia: application of ACMG guidelines and implications for familial hypercholesterolemia diagnosis.
PurposeFamilial hypercholesterolemia (FH) is an autosomal disorder of lipid metabolism presenting with increased cardiovascular risk. Although more than 1,700 variants have been associated with FH, the great majority have not been functionally proved to affect the low-density lipoprotein receptor cycle. We aimed to classify all described variants associated with FH and to establish the proportion of variants that lack evidence to support their pathogenicity.MethodsWe followed American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) guidelines for the classification, and collected information from a variety of databases and individual reports. A worldwide overview of publicly available FH variants was also performed.ResultsA total of 2,104 unique variants were identified as being associated with FH, but only 166 variants have been proven by complete in vitro functional studies to be causative of disease. Additionally, applying the ACMG guidelines, 1,097 variants were considered pathogenic or likely pathogenic. Only seven variants were found in all five continents.ConclusionThe lack of functional evidence for about 85% of all variants found in FH patients can compromise FH diagnosis and patient prognosis. ACMG classification improves variant interpretation, but functional studies are necessary to understand the effect of about 40% of all variants reported. Nevertheless, ACMG guidelines need to be adapted to FH for a better diagnosis.